
one mile per hour, or even of re

takes maining stationary. But the maxi-
ÎC (S QtWn said that when the big"

BritainGerman air raid on
it will be by a composite fleet mum speed is only attained by ex-pîfU?ô

ct /.jryhips and airoplanes. The ad- cessive fuel consumption: the econ
omical speed is about 34 miles perof such a combination are,vantages

indeed, Obvious, and need not be en- hour, and it is at this speed that the 
If only that the airship is driven when great distanceslarged upon here.

aeroplanes could protect their con- have to he covered. In other words, 
sorts against the enemy areoplanes if the Zeppelins are driven at top 
u Would be a sufficient reason for speed on the raid of Britain they will
tfie combination.
ISVT ftS tO say that there will be no which at the best contain no
considerable raid save by a compos-, than i 1-2 tons, and in that ■ event 
ite fleet. But none of those who ex-1would probably have to be sacrificed

these views appear for a mo- to the extent of one-half. Let US âS-

One writer goes so have to reduce their magazines.
more:*.

press
llient to have imagined that there may sume that they will do this if called 

practical obstacles ; they have taK- upon, and in that event the raid loses 
en il for granted that the composite half of the very little terror that it 
aircraft fleet is. in the present stage now has even for the nervous.
ot aeronautical devolepment, quite '

feasible. « ferent basis. Taking average German
It is. then, at least curious that no craft for 0ur example, they arq 

rJ exists of any operation, even

But aeroplanes are on quite a dif-

liine capable of a maximum Speed

over a comparatively short distance. 10f about 70 miles per hour and a min-
Ol‘ a composite squadron, and that 
rvçry occasion that the enemy's air- cannot remain aloft unless their
craft have visited this country the gpeefl through the air is at least 45 
airships have operated quite separ- mi]es Der hour. At this low speed": 
stely from aeroplanes. The write) they are burning the least fuel, but | 
ventures to express the opinion that Cotinuous driving at the minimum 
they will continue to operate inde- speed is apt to try an engine severe- 
pendentlv until one division or the ly 
other has been brought to a far

on imum speed of, say, 45 mlies per hour. West
EndROSSLEY’S THEATRESEast

End
St. John’s leading Vaudevill e and Moving Picture Theatre, with finest Orchestra. Mr. A. Crocker, leader.

MR BALLARD BROWN and MISS MADGE LOCKE in NEW SONGS and DANCES, including a Laughable Absurdity,
“A MARRIED MARTYR.”Now. at what point are airships and • 

more advanced stage of development aerplanes to compromise for a long
.—either the airship must be given far journey in which other things than ; 
greater speed or the aeroplane must met-6 areial navigation are at" issue— 
have a greater range of speed down suvl) matteTS, ÎOT VNïUnple, as a de- 
to a low minimum, combined with at fenC(? gainst hostile aircraft and the 
least 100 per cent, increase in dur- carryjng of a sufficient magazine or j 
alien of flight capacity. bombs to do real damage ?

The aeroplanes simply travel at all 
at the airship’s economical speed. But
the airship can at its maximum speed

GREAT FEATURE PHOTO PLAY,
" THE GIRL WITH THE LANTERN ”

And several others—ALL FEATURES. '
I

Empire Day, Hotted Pantomine, “The Old Woman Who Lived In a Shoe,”
With Jack Rossley, Marie Rossley, Mr. Ballard Brown, Miss Madge Locke, Miss Bonnie Rossfey and Pantomime Troupe. All New 

Costumes, Stage Settings, Electrical Effects, Dainty Numbers and Novelties. WAnother Great Contest Friday night.
Reserved Seats on sale all the week at Rossleys.

Opposite Interests

There is one essential difference be
tween airship and aeroplane causing
conflict of interests both from the nav 
igation and the defence points of 

The airship seeks the cover

m'■ i
which is uneconomical, just keep up 
with the aeroplane going at a fair
working pace.

view.
of darkness, and must do so all the
while it is so vulnerable to aeroplane ; 

It seeks darkness because

Mutual Hindrances

THE CRESCENT PICTURE PALACEFurther, the airship can travel for
more than 20 hours or so, and then, 
even when her fuel is exhausted, 

ent at a disadvantage, the latter at can remajn aloft. The aeroplane can- 
night finding it difficult to keep the not a fuel supply for more than 

. airship in view and to out-manoeuvre ejgut or ten hours carrying either 
it. If German airships approach Eng
land before nightfall they will always 
leave the Continent at a point as far 1 
north as possible, and traverse the 
sea at the least frequented part, ar
riving over our coasts well north of

attack.
only then has it an aeroplane oppon-

) Presents a Broncho Billy feature to-day.

BRONCHO BILLY AND THE SHERIFF”gun or bombs.
The aeroplane could, of course, 

make rings round the slow-going

i

IA Western Drama with G. M. Anderson.airsliop in order to get air speed 
whilst making the same forward net j 
progress. But this is an obviously 
unsatisfactory solution, since it fur-

On the other hand, the aeroplane, ^er aggravates the aeroplane’s short-
although doing an immense amount COmings as regards duration capac-
of night work where short distances 
only have to be covered, is essential-,
ly at present a daylight craft. This
is because its fuel-carrying capacity

THE DAINTY CASE^—A Witagraph special feature in 2 parts. Through an innocent mistake, a young girl is intimidated by a 
■“*" cal to 'commit'theC fortunately "she is saved from his hand and the seriousness of her weakness. A splendid story

' pict

ras-
the Thames estuary.

vfred by Geogre Ridgwell- “THE TEST OF COURAGE”—A strong Drama presented by 
X ' the Lubin Company “BUDDY’S DOWNFALL”—A whole reel of fun.

ity.
And in addition to the difficulties 

enumerated, on such a raid as is, the 
writer believe, quite erroneously sup- j
posed to be contemplated by the Ger- ; 
mans, the raiders would have difficul-

M. J. Delmonico—the man with the double voice—sings, “That’s an Irish Lullaby,” Chauncy Allcot’s latest hit.i
is so limited, and because landings
at night are impossible save in the
familiar and properly illuminated tjes and dangers to encounter inci-)
aerodrome. Further, because its tuel- tQ waf and in the presence of height of 1,500 feet. ... . . .
carrying capacity is so limited, an enemy admittedly skilful, daring are apparently so nervous for the air ! when the war aroused the bitter in-; either of German or Irish birth, oi of
enemy areoplane seeking to raid Bri- and well equipped for aerial fighting, ships that they dislike the full moon stincts of those nations now known as j German or of Irish paientage. toil
tain is compelled to take the shortest j „ a& ceTta^n ae anything but the writer would not place much the Allies. We are still wedded to our know, of course, that it is not nec-

be that the Germans will not dependence upon that and would be materialistic regime. The money essary (from the standpoint of the
inclined to expect them, moon or no considerations, the scientific efficien- German Government) for a subject to

And the field of their opera- cy, the abnegation of ethical princip- surrender his position as a German
life, citizen if he takes up citizenship in 

nation, and you probably

i
millions of people who are ’ through which to voice themselves, sympathies were with the Allies. We

in spite of this fact, were by a vast should be prepared, if necessary, to
majority in favour of the Allies. Cer- declare an embargo on the exportation 
tainly such representative journals as of all supplies of any kind whateo- 
the New York “Times,” the “Spring- ever to Germany and Austria-Hxin-

‘‘Boston1 gary, leaving to them a declaration of

up to the time thirtyThe. Germans.1 tain as elsewhere)

route involving the small sea journ-
field Republican,” and the 
Transcript,” are a good evidence of war if they saw fit to make this on 
the real underlying convictions of the the basis of what would be, of course,

an unfriendly act, and we should 
finally abandon all idea and all talk.

oy. I, cannot accompany the airship j operations of
in it# more northerly and longer, , . ‘ .

^ ., , , f : the kind, but have long since re-. and would only do so it th« i ’ , .
i cognized that in the circumstances
of the case and with aircraft of to
day airship and aeroplane had 
better agree to differ, since for long 

! journeys attempts at co-operation 
a ! will only cause them to hinder and 

hamper each other.

moon.
tions again will be the Eastern coun- les in public and commercial, route

airship could afford to he seen by j 
daylight near the British base in Bel-

people.another
and . know how devoted the German in Am- 

which are now at a focus in Prussia, 
and therefore the common enemy of; 
the world, are still dominant here, 
and we as yet lack the finger touch 
of war to arouse us out of our leth
argy and our commercial self-satis
faction.

tries, with Kent and Londan as possi- which are the mark not only of any 
fai bilities, but by no means prababilties. one people, but of an epoch,

C. W.
“After all, the President of the Uni

ted States, however much I differ of American intervention or recon
ciliation.

“This last is the most poisonous 
thing in a way that has happened 

! here, and it is doing a good deal of 
harm. That the United States should 

! consider that it was in any position.
; to act as mediator after the war or 
; during the war is so preposterous a
I thing that I am appalled when I real-

gium, thence making a dash across 
the Straits, there is not the slight- j 
est indication that the Germans have i 
any intention of making so big
blunder, however, and it is extremely
probable that the programme of the 
recent flight to Faversham by aero
plane and the airship’s meanderings 

-near Harwich, the one day by day 
and the other by night, will be ad

hered to.

erica is to his “Fatherland”. .

from it, is not an unrighteous per- 
"He is trying to handle a diffi-

He is

“On the other hand, we have, of
son.
cult situation diplomatically.

course, the great moss of American 
citizens who are heartilyand enthus-

Allies.A CANDID LETTER not succeeding wholly largely because 1 
his Cabinet contains some rather in-

iastically on the side of the
I This means practically all those 
I whose ancestors have been in this 

"The President is in a difficult posi-j COuntry for a hundred years or more,
ident.—United States Media- Gom He is a man of idealistic tem-i unleS8 these have been poisoned by

per, but surrounded by unfortunate j the canker oï commercialism. These 
official influences, particularly in his an? nQt the loud-mouthed type of

come chiefly to the Country of Kent. Cabinet. He suffers under that poli-| citizea They are very quiet. They
, But even supposing that these con- and may possibly boldly "venture as A c on espondent has sent us a let i tical partnership which is the cuise j do not control the newspapers and
' Oitions, which are dependent upon 1 as Woolwich, or even London. But ter recently received from a distm- of ouv whole political system. Con-1 they seldom express themselves in

Britain’s geographical situation, did this need not prevent any holiday- ! gmshed American citizen, from which gress long ag0 ceased to represent priht or on the platform. They are
not exist, there remains another oh- maker from a visit to Margaret or ; w'e venture to print the following ex- j t^e best elements in the nation, and

tracts :—

When They Will Come

As to the time of the next raids— 
well, aeroplanes will come any fine Leading American’s View of the l’res- 
day when there is little or no mist 
and when the wind does not exceed 
13 or 16 miles per hour. They will

excusable people, b for one t am con
vinced that he will he able to hold the 
country back from any ghastly mis
take, and that in doing this he will ; , ,. ise how many people seem to accepthave the support of all the decent .. _ , , ., , it as a possibility. The war can on Ifpeople m the country and the greati . , ' . . „ ,.r be finished on the basis of uncondl-uumcrical majority, t am confidently
persuaded.

“Having said this. I can say fur
ther how wholly I agree with you as 
to the attitude we have taken. I ob
ject to it in every possible manner. 

writ- We should have made a declaration

tiou.

Capacities In Discord

tion surrender on the part of Ger
many and Austria-Hungary and the
terms of peace must be determined,

not only by the intervention of the 
United States, not by negotiations be
tween the victorious and the defeated 
Powers, but by edicts issued by the 
Allies after Germany and Austria- 
Hungary have been beaten to their 
knees.—The London “Globe.”

also somewhat lethargic and prone to 
j for a long time now it has been pre-1 disbelieve any probability of serious 

"The situation in this country is aominantly the voice 0t the more ig- \ danger. The baser sort referred to 
more complicated than you in Britain

stade to airship-aeroplanes co-oper- Ramsgate in search of ozone, the dan- 
aiion in long journeys, and that is the get to any individual or building be-; 
different speed qualities of the two ing so evteremly minute as quite réa
lisions Taking the later Zeppelin sonably to be ignored. can possibly know. In the first place,,;
types we have craft with a speed Airships will come any fairly clear still follow very largely the political 
maximum of some 52 or 54 miles per night when the wind is not mon, I methods and after the sinister fashion 

hour, but capable of going as slow as than 16 or 20 miles per hour at

norant people expressed through the ; above are constantly talking,
lips of an inferior and frequently ins and working. There are certain with regard to Belgium \\ e should
unprincipled type of lawyer-politician. I PaPers such as those controlled by have let Germany and Austria

I Hearst. The others have few organs ( that even fi we remained neutral, our

: see

la that held all over Europe (and in Bri- There are in, the United States nearly
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Steamer Now Discharging 
Selling at LOWEST Prices

Fishermen’s Union Trading Co.
SF,4^

IT I

j Air Craft in the Great War ti

Is the Composite Air Fleet Possible
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SCHOONERS WANTED !
We require Twenty Schooners to 

Freight SALT to the North.

Apply Immediately

Fishermen’s Union Trading Co.
Limited.
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MASTERPIECE FILMS ONLYThe Best Show For Some Time at THE NICKEL.
** Our Mutual Oirl,**

-A - At The: Casino
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY-TWO SHOWS EVERY NIGHT

7.30 and 0—ADMISSION 10 CENTS.
Margarest meets Irving S. Cobb, the great American humourist, and relates

the story of her disappearance.
(

Kalem’s greatest picture play—
" GOOD-BYE SUMMER ”

“THE BOER WAR”A power two-part Vitagraph social drama. Norma Talmadge is featured.

“ THE ROYAL WILD WEST " Produced in 5 parts—based upon the historic struggle between Britain and
Boer, Said W. Stephen Bush, the world’s reviewer :

cult to believe that this is uot War but only the image of
War. As a military spectacle, surely this feature

has never Oeen equalled."
SPECTACULAR DRAMA — WONDERFUL INCIDENTS — THRILLING 

ACTION—BEAUTIFUL STORY—ABSOLUTELY THE VERY 
GREATEST WAR PICTURE ‘MADE—DON’S MISS IT,

diffi-“It seems
A two-part Vitagraph comedy with Sidney Drew. An Englishman’s idea of the
American picture Cowboy—very clever—deucedly wild, and extremely funn Y-

“MABEL'S BLUNDER **
A Keystone comedy, with Mabel Normand.

GOOD SONGS! GOOD MUSIC ! REALISTIC EFFECTS!
INCOMING—“THE MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY”—in 30 REELS. 

Story by Harold MacGrath—one episode of two reels will be shown each week. Coming—QUO VADIS, in 8 Parts.
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